Guidelines for Camera Ready Paper
Kindly follow the below mentioned guidelines strictly, related to preparation of final camera ready copy,
e-copyright form, registration/ payment details and source copy of paper (doc/docx/latex).




















Camera Ready Copy (CRC) prepared through PDF Xpress using http://www.pdfexpress.org/plus/contributor.asp , use conference id 39694XP.
Format
your
paper
on
the
IEEE
template,
visit
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html
Authors should not mention designation etc. in the name. You are requested to mention only
name without salutation (Dr./ Prof./ Mr./ Ms.), college/organization name and mail ids of all the
authors. However, you may mention acknowledgement if necessary (at the end of the paper
before the references).
Authors should not give any photo and biography at the end of the paper.
Incorporate the correction against the comments raised by the reviewer(s) as far as practicable.
The responsibility lies with the author to incorporate these comments in preparation of Camera
Ready Copy (CRC).
In case there is any similarity issue which is communicated to you by review comments, kindly
rewrite the paper to avoid any such plagiarism issue in CRC. Please read IEEE plagiarism policy at
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/plagiarism.html. Don’t change
the sequence or number of authors without taking permission from Conference Chair (NGCT2016).
Cite all figures and tables used in the body of the text within the paper. Check English sentences,
grammars and spelling carefully. You are advised to take support from some expert on this.
It is mandatory that the submitted manuscript is solely from the authors’ own work and not
from the work of others (unless explicit permission for the same has been granted). This
includes text, figures and tables. Information from published articles must always be cited
explicitly. Proper citation is to give the credit to the work that is originally published (not to
follow-up work or reviews).
Citations should be given close to the information within the sentences or at the end of the
sentence, not after several sentences or near the end of the paragraph. Even when citations are
given, exact copying of a whole sentence or paragraphs should be indicated by quotation marks.
Furthermore, reuse of part of a published figure or table requires a copyright permission from
the publishers that hold the rights. All published figures and tables should explicitly be cited to
indicate the origin.
Prepare your CRC (manuscript) using IEEE template without containing any page numbers or any
special headers or footers. From the final CRC formatted, authors should generate the electronic
version of CRC in PDF format through PDF xpress.
Fill e-Copyright Form using http://ngct2016.ngct.org/registration-fee/eCF-Registration
After making the above entries in the copyright form, it should be signed by any one author (on
the behalf of all the authors).
Scan the duly signed e-Copyright form and convert it to pdf.
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Each paper must be registered by any one of the author(s).
Extra page length charges would be applicable beyond 8 pages. You have to make a complete
payment in such a case (i.e., Normal Registration + Extra Page Charges). For extra page charges
kindly check conference web site for details.
You are requested to attend the conference and present your paper under the oral presentation
session. If the registered/ corresponding author is unable to attend the conference, the same
can be attended and presented on his/her behalf by the co-authors. The paper will not be sent
to IEEE Xplore for publication without completing registration.
If availing 20% discount of IEEE Member, send scanned copy of live membership IEEE card.
Kindly rename all files with your PAPER ID (for example: 156_CRC.pdf, 156_CRC.docx,
156_Copyright, 156_payment proof, etc.).
Send all the documents to: publication@ngct.org with Subject Line as "Registration <Your Easy
Chair Paper ID> on or before 15th September 2016.

Send the following documents to publication@ngct.org with Subject Line as "Registration <Your Easy
Chair Paper ID> on or before 15th September 2016.






Payment receipt pdf.
Registration Form Filled & Scanned pdf.
e-Copyright receipt (downloaded from eCF Portal) signed by author(s).
CRC pdf generated through PDF eXpress Plus.
Original Source Copy (doc/docx/latex format).

